GPA Calculators

The GPA Calculators allow you to predict graduation GPAs, end-of-term GPAs, and to estimate which grades will be needed to attain a desired GPA in order to monitor your academic standing.

Graduation Calculator

This calculator is a realistic view of whether you are able to obtain the graduation GPA you desire, in relation to the “X” amount of credits remaining for graduation.

Graduation Calculator Input Fields

- Current GPA – is your current cumulative TAMUK GPA
- Credits Remaining – are the credits you are pending for graduation
- Credits Required – are the total credits the degree plan requires
- Desired GPA – is the GPA you desire to achieve by graduation.

Enter the data into the blank fields and click Calculate.
The results shown below indicate if your desired GPA is attainable depending on the amount of hours remaining to complete the degree with your current institutional GPA.

Click **Recalculate** to alter any of the data fields.

**Term Calculator**

This calculator is useful in predicting what the end-of-term GPA will be, in relation to the course(s) you are enrolled for during the current semester.

**Term Calculator Input Fields**

- Current GPA – is your current cumulative TAMUK GPA
- Credits Earned So Far – are the number of earned credits (TAMUK GPA Hours)
- Course Code – are the courses you are currently enrolled in
- Hours – are the number of hours the course counts for
- Grade – is the final grade you predict you will earn.
The courses you are currently enrolled for will appear on this screen. Select the final grade(s) you predict you will earn and click Calculate.

The results below provide the predicted cumulative TAMUK GPA at the end of the semester with the projected grades in the courses you are currently enrolled in.
Click **Recalculate** to alter any of the predicted final grades.

**Note**: The calculated TAMUK GPA does not take into account an accurate GPA if a course is being repeated. (Ex: If you are retaking a course to increase your TAMUK GPA, the Term Calculator will not be excluding the first grade you earned.)

**Advice Calculator**

This calculator provides the letter grades you would need to achieve in order to raise your GPA.

**Advice Calculator Input Fields**

- **Current GPA** - is your current cumulative TAMUK GPA
- **Credits Earned** - are the number of earned hours/credits (TAMUK GPA Hours)
- **Desired GPA** – is the GPA you desire to attain.
Enter the desired GPA and click **Calculate**.

The results provide the grades you will need to earn in order to attain the desired GPA.

**To achieve your desired GPA, you need one of the following:**

- **Advice Calculator**
  - 3 Credits at 4.00 (A) grade average
  - **Note:** Results that would require you to take more than 150 Credits have been omitted.

This calculator also informs you whether your desired GPA is not attainable. An example is below.

**Click **Recalculate** to alter the desired GPA.**